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ABSTRACT: Femtosecond transient absorption spectral (TAS) investigations were
performed to understand the carrier relaxation mechanism for perovskite nanocrystals
Cs1−xFAxPbBr3 (CF, x = 0.45) and CsPbBr3 (CS), which served as efficient photocatalysts for
splitting of CO2 into CO and O2 in the absence of water. Upon light irradiation for 12 h,
formation of deep trap states was found for both CS and CF samples with spectral
characteristics of the TAS photobleach (PB) band showing a long spectral tail extending to the
long wavelength region. The charge recombination rates at the shallow surface states, bulk
states, and deep-trapped surface state were found to be significantly retarded for the CF sample
than for the CS sample, in agreement with the photocatalytic performances for CO product
yields of the CF catalyst being greater by a factor of 3 compared to those of the CS catalyst.

Carbon dioxide (CO2) is a major greenhouse gas
responsible for the global-warming problem.1−3 Develop-

ment of good strategies to remove CO2 generated via human
activity is thus an urgent task for scientists to pursue.2−4

Photocatalytic reducing of CO2 to generate CO and/or low
carbon fuels becomes a popular research topic recently.5

Among those potential photocatalysts, lead halide perovskite
nanocrystals (PeNC) are emerging as promising candidates
due to their advantages of feasible synthesis, great tunable
optical properties, and excellent charge separation ability upon
light irradiation.6−9 For example, CsPbBr3 (CS) PeNC has
been widely applied for CO2 reduction to attain great CO
production yields.9−14

The production yields of a photocatalytic reaction depend
on several critical factors such as optical bandgap, absorption
coefficient, particle sizes, surface defects, and crystal
structures.7,8 For example, Hou et al.15 showed that CS
PeNC with an optimum size of 8.5 nm yielded better
photocatalytic activity than smaller or larger size crystals.
Shyamal et al.16 showed that the facet and defects may affect
the photocatalytic activity of CS PeNC; they concluded that
CS PeNC with a noncubic structure exhibited better CO
production yields than the cubic structure due to the formation
of surfaces with lower adsorption energies for CO2
chemisorption. Furthermore, they showed that the PL lifetimes
of the noncubic structures were shorter than those of the cubic
structures due to formation of defect sites feasible for CO2
adsorption. Thus, tuning the crystal structure along with
creation of active sites is key to boost the photocatalytic
performance of CS PeNC. A site using cationic engineering

with organic cations such as methylammonium (MA) or
formamidinium (FA) cations can be a good strategy to tune
the crystal structures and induce more active sites on the
surface of PeNC with lower activation barriers for ion
migration.17,18 Among these two organic cations, FA offers
greater stability due to a slightly higher activation barrier than
MA, and also it forms the more stable cationic PeNC.17

In the present study, we developed a noncubic PeNC by
incorporating FA cation into the reference CS PeNC
nanocrystal to form a cocationic PeNC, Cs1−xFAxPbBr3 (CF,
x = 0.45 determined by SEM/EDX data), synthesized using
the hot addition method (HAM) developed by ourself.19,20 We
found that the CO product yield of photocatalytic CO2
reduction using CF as a catalyst is three times greater than
that using CS as a catalyst in the absence of water.21 In situ
femtosecond transient absorption spectral (TAS) studies for
both CS and CF samples were carried out to understand the
relaxation dynamics of photoinduced charge carriers for both
catalysts in their pristine forms, in an N2 environment
irradiated for 12 h, and in an environment adsorbed with
CO2 irradiated for 12 h. We found that the TAS transients of
photobleach (PB) bands show charge recombination in two
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time scales; the rapid decay corresponds to the shallow surface
trap state relaxation while the slow decay corresponds to the
bulk trap state relaxation. Photoactivation of the pristine and
CO2-adsorbed films generates deep trap states with two
recombination components. A new photoinduced absorption
(PIA) band was involved in the CS samples, but it only
appeared on CF samples after photoactivation. The observed
retarded charge recombination for the CF catalyst is
responsible for its superior photocatalytic performance

compared to that of the CS catalyst.21 A relaxation mechanism
is established for PeNC photocatalysts to account for their
photoinduced charge recombination process that is consistent
with the photocatalytic activities observed for CF and CS
catalysts.
The CF PeNC was synthesized via the HAM by adding

FABr/IPA solution to the reaction mixture prior to injection of
Cs−oleate as reported elsewhere.19,20 The CS PeNC was
synthesized using the traditional hot-injection method22 to
compare with the HAM-synthesized CF. Figure S1 shows that
both PeNCs are cubic and highly crystalline with average
nanocrystal size of ∼8 nm. In addition, XRD and TOPAS
results show that both PeNCs have mixed cubic and
orthorhombic phases with varied proportions: the CF PeNC
comprises 7% cubic and 93% orthorhombic phases whereas the
CS PeNC has 38% cubic and 62% orthorhombic phases.21

After CO2 reduction for 12 h, both catalysts show enhance-

ment in the cubic phase from 38% to 73% for CS and 7% to
47% for CF.21 Note that the CF catalyst contains more
portions of orthorhombic phase than the CS catalyst, implying
that the former may have more spaces than CS to adsorb more
CO2 molecules on the crystal surface to enhance its
photocatalytic performance.
The optical properties such as absorption and emission

spectra of CS and CF PeNCs as colloidal suspensions in
toluene solution are similar (Figure 1, parts a and b). Both
PeNCs show absorption in the 300−520 nm region with the
maximum excitonic absorption at 503 and 494 nm for CS and
CF, respectively; the emission peaks are located at 525 and 517
nm for CS and CF, respectively. Despite the fact that both
PeNCs have very similar absorption and emission character-
istics, there is a difference in PL decays. PL decay profiles were
measured using a time-correlated single-photon-counting
(TCSPC) system with excitation at 375 nm and probed at
the PL maximum. Decay profiles for both CS and CF PeNCs
in solution (Figure 1, parts c and d) were fitted with a
triexponential decay function, the corresponding fitted time
coefficients are listed in Table S1. CF has larger τ1 than CS
(0.6 vs 0.3 ns), indicating that the solvent-induced relaxation in
the surface state is slower for CF than for CS. In contrast,
much larger τ3 was observed for CS than for CF, probably due
to the contribution of the cubic phase being higher for CS than
for CF, which is consistent well with the fact that shorter PL
lifetimes were shown in noncubic phases than in cubic phase.16

The in situ TCSPC results of the CF thin-film samples are
shown in Figure 2 and Table S2, for which the PL decay
profiles of pristine film without irradiation, the film in N2
environment under light irradiation for 12 h and the CO2-
adsorbed film under light irradiation for 12 h are presented.
The PL transients of the CF thin-film sample show generally
slower decay feature than that of the CF solution sample due
to lack of solvent-induced relaxation in the thin-film sample.
After light irradiation for 12 h, the decay coefficients of the
photoactivated samples are significantly larger than those of
the pristine sample, and this phenomenon might be due to the
effect of Ostwald ripening,23 or the contribution of the
enhanced cubic phase with longer PL lifetime than that of
orthorhombic phase after photoirradiation. The CO2-adsorbed
sample shows greater PL lifetimes than those in the absence of
CO2, indicating the involvement of the CO2 reduction to
enlarge the crystal size further with better charge separation.
The CO2 reduction experiments were carried out in the

quartz reactor with a total volume of 200 mL. N2 gas was
passed for 1 h to dry the PeNC film and to remove air to
ensure that the reaction system was under anaerobic

Figure 1. Absorbance, photoluminescence (PL) spectra, and PL
decay profiles of (a, c) CsPbBr3 and (b, d) Cs1‑xFAxPbBr3 as colloidal
suspensions in toluene.

Figure 2. (a) PL transient decay profiles of the CF thin-film samples under three different conditions as indicated. (b) Expanded view of these
decay profiles.
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conditions. Dry CO2 was purged in a photoreactor at 50 mL
min−1 for 1 h to perform photocatalytic CO2 reduction in the
absence of water. A solar simulator with power 1000 W m−2

(one sun) was used as the light source to irradiate the samples
for 12 h and the CO and methane products were analyzed
using the GC-TCD and GC-FID systems, respectively. The
product yields of CO for CF and CS were obtained to be 1.105
± 0.083 vs 0.349 ± 0.036 μmol g−1,21 respectively, indicating
the significantly improved photocatalytic performance for the
CF photocatalyst with addition of FA to serve with additional
proton source for the CO2 reduction rate to accelerate.
To understand the relaxation dynamics for the photo-

catalysts, in situ TAS studies of CS and CF PeNC samples were
carried out using a fs pump pulse at 397 nm with a fs white-
light probe pulse in the region between 450−650 nm for the
samples in the same reactor as photocatalytic experiments
under three different conditions: (i) pristine film without
irradiation, (ii) N2-filled film photoactivated under light
irradiation for 12 h, and (iii) CO2-adsorbed film under light
irradiation for 12 h. The TAS profiles of the CS and CF thin-
film samples are shown in parts a and b of Figure 3,
respectively, and the related relaxation kinetics are shown in
parts a−c of Figures 4; the corresponding fitted kinetic

Figure 3. TAS profiles of (a) CsPbBr3 (CS) and (b) Cs1‑xFAxPbBr3 (CF) for pristine, activated, and activated CO2.

Figure 4. Transient decay profiles of the CS and CF samples monitored at the minima of the PB band, maximum of the PIA1 band, and deep trap
state (570 nm) for (a) pristine film, (b) photoactivated film, and (c) CO2-adsorbed photoactivated film.

Figure 5. Relaxation mechanism of CS and CF PeNC. VB represents
the valence band, CB the conduction band, BT the bulk trap states,
ST the shallow trap states, and DT the deep trap states; τc, τ1, τ2, τOC,
and τCO represent time coefficients for hot-carrier cooling, shallow
trap state recombination, bulk trap state recombination, phase
transition from cubic to orthorhombic phase and its reverse phase
transition, respectively. τd1, τd2 are time coefficients for sub-band gap
deep trap states.
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parameters are summarized in Tables S3−S5 for samples i−iii,
respectively.
The PB band of the CS sample (Figure 3a) shows

absorption bleach position at 497 nm, while photoactivation
shifted the PB band of CS by 18 to 515 nm. Similarly, the PB
band of the CF sample (Figure 3b) shows absorption bleach
position at 508 nm, while photoactivation shifted the PB band
by 10 to 518 nm. Furthermore, illumination of PeNCs in the
presence of CO2 produces very small spectral shift (∼1 to 516
nm) for the PB band of the CS sample, but the PB band of the
CF sample was red-shifted by 6 to 524 nm. The red shift of the
PB band to longer wavelengths can be understood in terms of
increase of particle size for nanocrystals as reported else-
where.24 These results are consistent with our previous
results21 for the TEM images showing the aggregated
nanocrystals with larger sizes, the XRD patterns showing the
sharper diffraction peaks, and the TCSPC transients (Figure 2)
showing the greater PL lifetimes after light irradiation, due to
the effect of Ostwald ripening and possibly the enhanced
contribution of cubic phase discussed elsewhere.21 Further-
more, we notice that both photoactivated samples of CS and
CF show red tails of the PB bands which greatly extended to
the 600 nm region, while the PB bands are nearly symmetrical
for both pristine samples of CS and CF. This is a spectral
feature showing formation of deep trap states for the
photoactivated samples, as deep trap states often feature
weak absorption in the sub bandgap region. In addition, the
signature of the deep trap states is more pronounced for the
CF sample than for the CS sample, indicating that more deep
trap states were produced and involved in the photocatalytic
reaction for CF than for CS. Furthermore, the lowered
activation energy for the halide ion migration in the case of CF
might cause the effect of cation rotation and tilts of the lead
halide octahedron which is absent in the case of CS sample.17

This is an important factor for the CF catalyst because the
halide ion migration leads to formation of bromine vacancies
that provide active sites for CO2 chemisorption.
Another spectral feature of the TAS transients is the

evolution of the PIA bands on the low-energy (PIA1) and
high-energy (PIA2) sides of the PB bands. The PIA1 band
appears at time-zero and disappears within 1 ps for all samples.
In contrast, the PIA2 band was unambiguously observed for
the CS samples, but it was hardly observed for the pristine
sample of CF. After light irradiation of the CF samples for 12
h, the feature of the PIA2 band appears, consistent with its
origin coming from the cubic phase that can be enhanced via

photoirradiation.21 We therefore assign the evolution of the
low-energy PIA1 band to be the hot carrier relaxation to the
cold species25−27 whereas the high-energy PIA2 band to be the
photoinduced phase transition from cubic to orthorhombic
structure.28 The recovery feature of the transient profiles of the
PB bands of both CS and CF samples shown in Figure 4a−c
can be fitted with one subpicosecond rise component (zoomed
views in the range 0−10 ps are shown in Figure S2), two
picosecond decay components and one nanosecond offset;
similarly for the PIA1 bands, the positive TAS signal was
decaying within the subpicosecond scale while the negative
TAS signal was recovering with two picosecond decay
components together with a nanosecond offset. For the PIA2
band, only the transient profiles of the CS samples are
provided (Figure S3 and Table S6) because the TAS signals of
the CF samples were too weak and scattered to give a
satisfactory fit. Nevertheless, the recovery kinetics of the PIA2
band of the CS samples represent the reversible transition back
from orthorhombic to cubic phase, which took 300−430 ps, in
accordance with those observed for time-resolved XRD
measurements.28 The PIA2 band of CS show two rise
components with rising coefficients 2 and 12−14 ps for
pristine and photoactivated samples due to the transition from
the cubic to orthorhombic phase, but for the in situ CO2
sample, much more rapid rise components (0.3 and 3 ps) were
observed, probably due to the effect of chemisorbed CO2
molecules on the surface of PeNC accelerating the phase
transition process. As mentioned above, the pristine CF sample
is predominantly orthorhombic; thus, the PIA2 bands are less
predominant when they are compared with those of the CS
sample. As photoactivation increased the cubic phase, the PIA2
band intensities increased due to the activation of the
photoinduced phase transition for both photoactivated CF
samples.
Note that the free carrier model instead of exitonic model

was applied here, because the low exciton binding energies
were determined for both CS and CF samples according to the
Elliot model (Figure S4).29−32 Accordingly, the transient
kinetics shown for PB and PIA1 bands reflect carrier relaxation
through different channels. We make the following assignment
for the observed multiexponential kinetics−the rapid subpico-
second decay of the PIA1 band and subpicosecond rise of the
PB band (τc) are due to hot-carrier thermalization, the two
picosecond decays of PB bands (τ1 and τ2) are due to charge
recombination in the surface shallow trap and bulk trap
states,33−35 respectively, while the two picosecond recovery

Scheme 1. Chemical Equations Showing the CO2 Reduction Using CF as a Catalyst to Produce Methane (Top) and CO
(Bottom)a

aThe proton source came from either formamidinium or oleylammonium which can be released from CF upon irradiation.21.
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components of PIA1 bands (τd1 and τd2) are due to charge
recombination from two different deep trap sites, and the
nanosecond-offset represents the genuine radiative charge
recombination; a schematic charge carrier relaxation model is
shown in Figure 5.
In conclusion, we found that photoactivation significantly

enhances the possibility of charge separation and retards the
charge recombination so that these charge carriers would have
more chance to participate in the following catalytic reaction.
The comparison between CS and CF samples shows that the
CF samples had slower charge recombination than the CS
samples for all cases as the former is synthesized as a halide-
rich surface using excess halide precursor to suppress the
critical Pb defects, indicating that the CF sample is more
suitable than the CS sample for photocatalytic experiments.
Our results indicate that photoactivation of the PeNC films
would generate two types of deep trap states on the surface.
When excitation of the photoactive films occurs, the
photoinduced charge can oxidize bound hydroxyl species
with the holes at the valence band to generate oxygen, and
simultaneously, the photoinduced electrons at the conduction
band can reduce CO2 to generate CO and methane with the
proton source provided by formamidinium and/or oleylam-
monium as shown in Scheme 1.21 The retarded charge
recombination in the bulk, the shallow trap, and the deep trap
states is responsible for the greater photocatalytic performance
for CF than for CS. We therefore conclude that the generation
of the shallow and deep trap states on the surface with retarded
charge recombination plays a key role to promote the
photocatalytic performance for CO2 reduction as shown in
the present study.
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